On the evaluation of data from flow-dialysis experiments.
Flow dialysis can be used to measure (i) ligand binding to macromolecules and (ii) the size of transmembrane ion gradients. Generally an approximate method is used to calculate the binding or gradient parameters from the raw data. Here we present a simple but exact method and evaluate the errors that may arise when the approximate method is used to calculate the magnitude of ion gradients. In addition, equations are presented that allow for a correction for sampling from or additions to the upper compartment of a flow-dialysis vessel during the measurements. Setty and Hendler [(1982) J. Biochem. Biophys. Methods 7, 35-46] have reported artifacts in the measurement of ion-gradients caused by the addition of electron donors to the upper compartment of a flow-dialysis cell. Here we extend their observations and suggest additional methods to prevent such artifacts.